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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M), 

GOHPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA 

                       S.D.J.M(M), GOHPUR 

                                      GR:  315/14 

                                U/S 279/338/427 of IPC 

                 STATE OF ASSAM……………………PROSECUTION 

                               v. 

                 Sri Partha Pratim Goswami………………………ACCUSED 

Ld. Advocates: For Prosecution………Smti Bornali Chetia, Ld.APP 

                           For Defence…Sri Dipak Sarma, Ld. Advocate. 

Evidence Recorded on: 12.3.15, 4.4.15, 27.4.15 

Argument heard on: 10.7.15 

Judgment delivered on: 10.7.15 

                                                    J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case , in nutshell, is that, on 19.4.14, at about 

11:30AM, when Sri Kartik Das was coming towards his home on a 

bicycle, on NH-52, on Maruti 800 car, coming from the side of Tezpur 

towards Lakhimpur, had hit him from behind near Brahmajan Tinali, 

while driving the car in a rash and negligent manner. As a result, 

Kartick Das had sustained grievous injury and his cycle got damaged. 

Hence, the case. 

2.  The informant, Sri Sujit Das, who is a nephew of the injured,  had 

lodged the FIR on 22.4.14, at Gohpur police station. The police had 

registered Gohpur P.S Case No. 77/14 u/s 279/338/427 of IPC . After 
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investigation, the police had submitted charge sheet u/s 

279/338/427 of IPC against the accused. 

3. The particulars of the offences u/s 279/338/427 of IPC were 

explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried. 

4. The prosecution had examined 7  witnesses and one witness was 

examined as court witness.  After the closure of the prosecution’s 

evidence, the accused was examined u/s 313 of IPC, where he had 

denied commission of any offence. The defence side adduced no 

evidence. Heard arguments. 

 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

a) Whether the accused, Sri Partha Pratim Goswami, had driven a 

Maruti 800 car, bearing no. AR-06-0665, on 19.04.14, on NH-52, in a 

rash or negligent manner, as to endanger human life or to be likely 

to cause hurt or injury to any other person? 

b) Whether the accused, Sri Partha Pratim Goswami, had driven a 

Maruti 800 car, bearing no. AR-06-0665, on 19.04.14 in such a rash 

or negligent manner, thereby, causing grievous injury to Sri Kartik 

Das, by hitting him from behind, on NH-52, as to endanger human 

life or personal safety of others. 

c) Whether the accused had committed mischief, to the extent of 

Rs.50/- or more, by causing damage to the bicycle, on which Sri 

Kartik Das was riding, at the time of the incident? 

 

d) DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. PW1, Sri Kartik Das, has stated in his examination in chief that on 

the day of the occurrence, he was coming from Barangabari towards 

his home after buying betel-nuts, walking. He was coming from west 
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to east side. He was on his side. Then, near speed breaker, an 

Ambassador car came from behind and had hit him. He was taken to 

Gohpur. He was shifted to Tezpur and then, to Guwahati.He stated 

that he cannot say how the car was being driven.  

6. In his cross examination, he has stated that he had not seen at what 

speed the car was being driven.   

7.  PW2, Sri Sujit Das, in his evidence has stated that he was being 

informed by a man, that his uncle, Kartik Das had met with an 

accident. The person who had hit his uncle, had wanted to flee. He 

had brought his uncle to Gohpur Civil Hospital. Thereafter, he had 

taken him to Tezpur and then, to Guwahati. Ext 1 is his FIR and Ext 

1(1) is his signature. 

8. In his cross examination, he has, inter alia, stated that he was in his 

house, when the accident had occurred. He stated that he does not 

know at what speed the car was being driven and whether it was 

being driven negligently.  

9. PW3, Sri Nitul Das, in his examination in chief has stated that the 

accident ahd occurred in front of his house. He stated that he was 

waiting near the road. Kartik Das was coming on a cycle from 

Barangabari. At that time, a Maruti car came from Barangabari and 

had hit Kartik Das from behind. He was talking with a man. A sound 

had occurred as a result of the accident. He came running. He stated 

that how he can say, how the car was being driven.  

10. In his cross examination, he has , inter alia, stated that the car was 

at some speed. Otherwise, the injured would not have sprang aside. 

He stated that when he had heard the noise of collision, he turned 

and saw that the man had fallen away.  

11. PW4, Sri Pitambar Goswami, who is the father of the accused has, 

inter alia, stated that  the car was at a speed of about 30/40 KMPH. 
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At that time, the injured was trying to cross the road and fell from 

the cycle on the middle of the road, on seeing the car, when the 

brakes were applied. Ext 2 is the seizure list and Ext 2(1) is his 

signature. Ext 4 is the zimmanama and Ext 4(1) is his signature. 

12. In his cross examination, inter alia, he has stated that he was sitting 

on the front seat of car. The injured had suddenly come in front of 

the car, trying to cross the road. His son ahd applied brakes. The 

injured had fallen down on the road, after seeing the car. The 

incident ahd occurred due to the fault of the injured.  

13. PW5, Sri Rakesh Das, in his examination in chief , has , inter alia, 

stated that he had seen that a car had hit a cyclist fron behind. The 

injured had fallen down.  

14.  In his cross examination he has , inter alia, stated that he does 

not know, at what speed the car was being driven. He stated 

that he does not know, for whose fault, the incident had 

occurred. Later on, he stated that as the car had ht from 

behind, the fault lied with the driver.  

15. PW6, Sri Pranab Mahanata, in his examination in chief has 

stated that he does not know much about the incident, He 

came to know about it after coming to his house. He had 

signed on the seizure list as told by police. Ext 2(2) is his 

signature.  

16. In his cross examination, he has stated that he does not know 

what was written on the seizure list.  

17. CW, Sri Manik Seal, has stated that he saw Kartik Das on the 

middle of the road and the cycle was lying on the middle of the 

road.  
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18. In his cross examination, he stated that he had not seen how 

the accident had occurred. He stated that he does not know, 

for whose fault, the accident had occurred. 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE: 

 

19. The evidence of PW4, Sri Pitambar Goswami, who is the father of the 

accused, proves that the accused was driving the car at the time of 

the accident. He stated that he was in that car. The evidence of 

other PWs, prove the fact that the car , which was being driven by 

the accused had hit Kartik Das. 

20. But the evidence of PWs, do not prove that the accused was driving 

the car in a rash or negligent manner. PW5, Rakesh Das, who was 

the eye-witness, did not state anything, which could establish that 

the accused was driving the car in a rash or negligent manner. He 

stated that he does not know at what speed the car was being 

driven. Further, he stated that he does not know, who was at fault 

and then, he stated that the fault lied with the car driver as he had 

hit the injured from behind. Merely hitting from behind does not 

prove rash or negligent driving. The evidence of none of the other 

PWs, is sufficient to prove the guilt of the accused u/s 279/338/427 

of IPC.  

21. Moreover, the prosecution could not prove that the accused had the 

intention to commit mischief or the knowledge that mischief would 

be committed by him. Hence, in my view, the damage caused to the 

bicycle was merely due to accident, without the element of mens rea. 

22. Hence, the offence punishable u/s 427 of IPC is also not proved, 

beyond reasonable doubt.  
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23. Hence, in the light of the above, I am of the considered view, that 

prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused u/s 

279/338/427 of IPC, beyond reasonable doubt, and is acquitted from 

the charge u/s 279/338/427 of IPC.  

24. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 10TH  of July, 

2015. The judgment is prepared under my hand and seal of this 

Court . 

25.  The bail bonds shall remain operative till 6 months from the date of 

this order and shall stand cancelled after the expiry of 6 months. 

26.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

                                                       (K.K. Sharma) 

                                                     S.D.J.M Gohpur. 
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                                ANNEXURE 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE PROSECUTION 

EXT.1:   FIR 

EXT 2: Seizure list 

EXT 4: Zimmanama 

Ext 5: Sketch map 

Ext 6: Charge sheet. 

 

 

                                      S.D.J.M, Gohpur. 

 

 


